NEEDLE HOLDERS

Webster 4 1/2 inches Smooth
REF: TC13-0005

Delicate smooth jaws. Intended for use with 6/0 suture and finer.

Halsey 5.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0010

General purpose plastic surgery needle holder with long delicate jaws intended for 5/0 suture and finer.

Halsey 5.0 inches Smooth Jaws
REF: TC13-0015

General purpose plastic surgery needle holder with long delicate jaws intended for 5/0 suture and finer.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

PAR 4 1/2 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0020

Extremely delicate tips and fine teeth for 6/0 to 8/0 suture.

PAR 5.0 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0025

Extremely delicate tips and fine teeth for 6/0 to 8/0 suture.

Ultra-Delicate 4 3/4 inches Diamond Dust
REF: TC13-0030

Angled Handles

Light action with fine tips for delicate soft tissue surgery. Intended for use with 6/0 suture and finer with delicate needles.
Ultra-Delicate 4 3/4 inches Diamond Dust
REF: TC13-0035

Straight Handles

Light action with fine tips for delicate soft tissue surgery. Intended for use with 6/0 suture and finer with delicate needles.

DERF 4 3/4 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0040

Short, delicate jaws. Primarily used in plastic procedures. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture.

Neivert Offset 5.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0045

Modified Halsey with one ring angled for easier handling. Intended for 5/0 suture and finer.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Swedish 6.0 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0050

Delicate tips with extremely light shanks for greater balance and sensitivity. Intended for 5/0 to 7/0 suture.

Ryder 6.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0055

Fine parallel jaws prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture. Also known as Neurosurgical needle holder.

Ryder 7.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0060

Fine parallel jaws prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture. Also known as Neurosurgical needle holder.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Ryder 5.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0065

Fine parallel jaws prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture. Also known as Neurosurgical needle holder.

Ryder 5.0 inches Smooth Jaw
REF: TC13-0070

Fine parallel jaws prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture. Also known as Neurosurgical needle holder.

Ryder 1mm 5.0 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0075

Extremely delicate pattern with 1mm wide parallel jaws to prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 6/0 to 8/0 suture.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Ryder 1mm 6.0 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0080

Extremely delicate pattern with 1mm wide parallel jaws to prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 6/0 to 8/0 suture.

Ryder 1mm 7.0 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0085

Extremely delicate pattern with 1mm wide parallel jaws to prevent flattening of needles. Intended for 6/0 to 8/0 suture.

Microvascular 6.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0090

Delicate with fine tapered points. Ideal for work with 5/0 to 6/0 suture.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Microvascular 7.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0095

Delicate with fine tapered points. Ideal for work with 5/0 to 6/0 suture.

Crile-Wood 6.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0100

Medium jaw pattern. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture.

Crile-Wood 8.0 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0110

Medium jaw pattern. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Mayo Hegar 6.0 inches 2500 Jaw
REF: TC13-0120

Most commonly used general purpose needle holders. Intended for use with 1/0 to 4/0 suture.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

Mayo Hegar 7.0 inches 2500 Jaw
REF: TC13-0130

Most commonly used general purpose needle holders. Intended for use with 1/0 to 4/0 suture.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE

Mayo Hegar 8.0 inches 2500 Jaw
REF: TC13-0140

Most commonly used general purpose needle holders. Intended for use with 1/0 to 4/0 suture.

TUNGSTEN CARBIDE
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Olsen Hegar 5 1/2 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0145

Combination needle holder and scissors. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture.

Olsen Hegar 6 1/2 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0150

Combination needle holder and scissors. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture.

Olsen Hegar 7 1/2 inches 4000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0155

Combination needle holder and scissors. Intended for 4/0 to 6/0 suture.
NEEDLE HOLDERS

Olsen Webster 4 1/2 inches Smooth Jaw
REF: TC13-0160

Combination needle holder and scissors with very delicate jaws. Intended for use with 6/0 to 8/0 suture.

Olsen Webster 4 1/2 inches 7000 Jaw
REF: TC13-0165

Combination needle holder and scissors with very delicate jaws. Intended for use with 6/0 to 8/0 suture.

Olsen Webster 4 1/2 inches Diamond Dust
REF: TC13-0170

Combination needle holder and scissors with very delicate jaws. Intended for use with 6/0 to 8/0 suture.